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Abstract

We consider a graph-structured change point
problem in which we observe a random vec-
tor with piece-wise constant but otherwise
unknown mean and whose independent, sub-
Gaussian coordinates correspond to the n
nodes of a fixed graph. We are interested
in the localisation task of recovering the par-
tition of the nodes associated to the con-
stancy regions of the mean vector or, equiv-
alently, of estimating the cut separating the
sub-graphs over which the mean remains con-
stant. Although graph-valued signals of this
type have been previously studied in the lit-
erature for the different tasks of testing for
the presence of an anomalous cluster and of
estimating the mean vector, no localisation
results are known outside the classical case
of chain graphs. When the partition S con-
sists of only two elements, we characterise
the difficulty of the localisation problem in
terms of four key parameters: the maximal
noise variance σ2, the size ∆ of the smaller
element of the partition, the magnitude κ
of the difference in the signal values across
contiguous elements of the partition and the
sum of the effective resistance edge weights
|∂r(S)| of the corresponding cut – a graph
theoretic quantity quantifying the size of the
partition boundary. In particular, we demon-
strate an information theoretical lower bound
implying that, in the low signal-to-noise ratio
regime κ2∆σ−2|∂r(S)|−1 . 1, no consistent
estimator of the true partition exists. On
the other hand, when κ2∆σ−2|∂r(S)|−1 &
ζn log{r(|E|)}, with r(|E|) being the sum of
effective resistance weighted edges and ζn be-
ing any diverging sequence in n, we show that
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a polynomial-time, approximate `0-penalised
least squared estimator delivers a localisation
error – measured by the symmetric difference
between the true and estimated partition – of
order κ−2σ2|∂r(S)| log{r(|E|)}. Aside from
the log{r(|E|)} term, this rate is minimax op-
timal. Finally, we provide discussions on the
localisation error for more general partitions
of unknown sizes.

1 INTRODUCTION

General graph-type data are ubiquitous in application
areas, including social networks (e.g. Odeyomi et al.,
2020), neuroscience (e.g. Khan et al., 2021), climatol-
ogy (e.g. Mina et al., 2021), finance (e.g. Liu et al.,
2021) , biology (e.g. Raimondi et al., 2021), epidemi-
ology (e.g. Di Blasi et al., 2021), to name but a few.

In this paper, we consider a general graph-structured
change point problem in which we observe a random
vector in Rn with unknown, piece-wise constant mean
and whose independent sub-Gaussian coordinates cor-
respond to the nodes of a fixed and arbitrary graph.
We are concerned with the localisation task of recov-
ering the constancy regions of the mean vector in a
manner that conforms to the topology of the under-
lying graph. This is motivated by the emerging of
network-type data, where the graphs are not neces-
sarily chain graphs or grid graphs. One example can
be in epidemiology, people of study form a network
and their interactions form edges. It would be vital to
accurately identify an abnormal cluster of people.

To study this problem, we make the structural assump-
tion that the partition associated with the mean vector
specifies a multicut of the underlying graph of small
weight, where the weight of each edge is its effective
resistance, defined in (4). Informally, this assumption
implies that the size of partition boundary is small or
that the multicut is sparse relative to the topology of
the graph.

The idea of weighting edges by the effective resistance
in order to express the complexity of piece-wise con-
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stant graph-valued signals was originally put forward
by Fan and Guan (2018) for the related but different
task of estimating a piece-wise constant signal over a
graph in the squared error loss. In particular, the au-
thors argue that such edge weighting scheme adapts
to a varying degree of connectivity and spatial hetero-
geneity of the underlying graph. As a result, effective
resistance provides a natural and effective quantifica-
tion of the complexity of a piece-wise constant signal,
more so than naively assigning a unit weight to each
edge, which amounts to an `0 complexity. As our re-
sults reveal, the key insight of Fan and Guan (2018)
extends to the localisation task of recovering the par-
tition associated to the constancy regions of the mean
vector, as the edge weighting by effective resistance is
essential to provide nearly-optimal localisation guar-
antees over arbitrary graph topologies.

To the best of our knowledge, graph-structured change
point localisation problems for general graphs have
not been considered in the literature. Indeed, change
point analysis for piece-wise constant signals tradi-
tionally assumes a total ordering of the coordinates
to represent temporal changes, which can be triv-
ially expressed using a chain graph (1-dimensional grid
graph), or a d-dimensional grid graph. In contrast,
when the signal is allowed to conform to an arbitrary
graph in the manner described above, it is possible
to obtain more sophisticated change point settings ex-
hibiting a high degree of spatial complexity. However,
due to the lack of a natural ordering of the coordinates
in graph-structured mean change point problems, vir-
tually all the existing methodologies for change point
localisation, which are specifically designed to work
in temporal settings, are inapplicable. To overcome
this issue, we propose and analyse the properties of
a change point estimator based on the approximate
weighted `0-penalised least squares methodology of
Fan and Guan (2018) – a polynomial-time procedure
deploying the α-expansion algorithm of Boykov et al.
(2001), to compute graph cuts. We make the following
contributions:

• We characterise the difficulty of the partition recov-
ery task in terms of four critical parameters, which
are allowed to change with the size and topology of
the graph: the size ∆ of the smallest element of the
partition S∗ of the nodes induced by the piece-wise
constant means, the sub-Gaussian variance factor of
the noise σ2, the smallest magnitude κ of the differ-
ence in the signal values across contiguous elements
of the partition and the sum of the effective resistance
edge weights for the multicut in the graph correspond-
ing to S∗. Specifically, we show that in the low signal-
to-noise regime in which κ2∆σ−2|∂r(S∗)|−1 . 1, no
procedure is guaranteed to estimate the partition S∗

with a localisation error smaller than the order of n.

• We then focus on the case in which the partition
induced by the mean value is known to contain only
two elements. This setting has been considered in test-
ing the presence of an anomalous clusters (e.g. Arias-
Castro et al., 2008; Sharpnack et al., 2013). We re-
mark that, since we do not assume that the constancy
regions of µ correspond to connected sub-graphs, even
this simplified case allows for multiple clusters. We
show that when

κ2∆σ−2|∂r(S∗)|−1 & ζn log{r(|E|)},

where r(|E|) is the sum of effective resistance weighted
edges and ζn is any diverging sequence in n, the
polynomial-time Algorithm 1 delivers a localisation er-
ror upper bounded by

κ−2σ2|∂r(S∗)| log{r(|E|)}.

We further prove that, aside from the log{r(|E|)}
term, this rate is minimax optimal.

• For partitions containing an unknown number of ele-
ments, we provide a general procedure for localisation
and discuss localisation rates under a much stronger
signal-to-noise ration condition.

• We illustrate the strength of our methodology in a
variety of experiments.

We emphasise that the localisation task over general
graph-structured signals turns out to be fundamentally
different, in both its theoretical and computational as-
pects, from the detection task of testing for the pres-
ence of an anomalous cluster. See the discussions in
Sections 2.1 and 3.3.

1.1 Problem Setup

We formalise our model and the localisation task.

Assumption 1 (Model). Let G = (V,E) be a fixed
connected graph with vertex set V = {1, . . . , n} and
edge set E ⊆ V × V . We observe a random vector
Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)> whose coordinates correspond to the
vertices of G and satisfy, for each i ∈ V ,

Yi = µ∗i + εi, (1)

where µ∗ = (µ∗1, . . . , µ
∗
n)> is a piece-wise con-

stant mean vector and the errors {εi}i∈V are cen-
tred i.i.d. sub-Gaussian random variables with sub-
Gaussian parameter σ > 0. We let S∗ =
{S∗1 , . . . , S∗K∗} be the partition of V supporting the
constancy regions of µ∗. In detail, for some
(f∗1 , . . . , f

∗
K∗)> ∈ RK∗

, it holds that (i) for each k ∈
{1, . . . ,K∗}, µ∗i = f∗k for all i ∈ S∗k ; and (ii) for any
k, l ∈ {1, . . . ,K∗} with k 6= l, if ∂(S∗k , S

∗
l ) = {(i, j) ∈
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E : i ∈ S∗k , j ∈ S∗l } 6= ∅, then f∗k 6= f∗l . The mean
vector µ∗ and its associated partition S∗ are unknown.

We remark that the whole graph G is required to be
connected, but each element of the partition is not
required to induce a connected sub-graph, as it is cus-
tomary in the literature on detection in graph-valued
signals; see, e.g. Arias-Castro et al. (2011a). This is
demonstrated numerically in Case 4 in Section 4.

Our goal is to recover the partition S∗ accurately.
Specifically, under the structural assumption detailed
in Assumption 2, we seek an estimator of the partition
Ŝ such that the Hausdorff distance between Ŝ and S∗
normalised by the node size n vanishes, as the node
size goes to infinity, i.e.

dH(Ŝ,S∗) = max
{
dH1(Ŝ,S∗), dH1(S∗, Ŝ)

}
= o(n),

(2)

as n → ∞, where for any two partitions A and B
of V we set dH1(A,B) = maxA∈AminB∈B |A4B| with
A4B = (A ∪B) \ (A ∩B).

1.2 Notation

For any δ > 0, let δZ = {mδ}m∈Z. For any x ∈ R and
any δ > 0, let xδ be a closest value to x in δZ. For any
δ > 0 and any µ ∈ Rn, a δZ-expansion of µ is any other
vector µ̃ ∈ Rn such that there exists a single value
c ∈ δZ satisfying that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, either
µ̃i = µi or µ̃i = c. For any partition S = {S1, . . . , SK},
with K ≥ 2, let ∂(S) = {(i, j) ∈ E : i ∈ Sk, j ∈
Sl, k 6= l}. For any edge weighting w : E → R+ and
any partition S = {S1, . . . , SK}, K ≥ 2, let

|∂w(S)| =
K−1∑
k=1

K∑
l=k+1

∑
i∈Sk,j∈Sl

w(i, j)1{(i, j) ∈ E} (3)

and w(|E|) =
∑

(i,j)∈E w(i, j). A spanning tree T of G
is a sub-graph that is a tree which includes all the ver-
tices of G. Let r : E → R+ be the effective resistance
edge weights, that is

r(i, j) =
# spanning trees that include (i, j)

# spanning trees
. (4)

For any connected graph G with n nodes and any vec-
tor v ∈ Rn, we say Sv = {S1, . . . , SK} is the partition
induced by v, if and only if Sv is the partition with
the smallest size that v has constant values in each
Sk, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.

2 INFORMATION THEORETIC
BOUNDS

It is of our primary interest to understand the fun-
damental limits of localising the true partition of a

general graph. We first characterise the hardness of
the problem using the following model parameters.

Definition 1. With the notation in Assumption 1,
when K∗ ≥ 2, let ∆ = mink |S∗k | and κ =
min k 6=l

∂(S∗
k ,S

∗
l )6=∅

|f∗k − f∗l | be the minimal piece size and

the minimal jump size.

Thus, for each distribution P specifying a change point
model as described in Assumption 1, we can associate
the quantities ∆, κ and |∂r(S∗)|. For simplicity, in our
notation we omit the dependence on P .

We will show that the problem of recovering the par-
tition is completely characterised by: κ the minimal
jump size, ∆ the minimal size of constant signal, σ
the fluctuation of the noise and |∂r(S∗)| the connec-
tivity between the partition, where r consists of the
effective resistance edge weights. Below, we firstly
show in Proposition 1 that, if κ2∆σ−2 ≤ c|∂r(S∗)|,
where c > 0 is an absolute constant, then from an
information-theoretic point of view, no algorithm is
guaranteed to provide a consistent partition estima-
tor, in the sense of (2).

Proposition 1. Let P1 be the collection of joint dis-
tributions that

P1 =
{
P : ∆ = min

{
bcκ−2σ2|∂r(S∗)|c, bn/4c

}}
.

It holds that inf Ŝ supP∈P1
EP {dH(Ŝ,S∗)} ≥ c1n,

where the infimum is taken over all possible partitions
of V and c1 > 0 is an absolute constant.

Next, we demonstrate that, provided that κ2∆σ−2 ≥
C|∂r(S∗)|, where C > 0 is an absolute constant, the
quantity κ−2σ2|∂r(S∗)| is a minimax lower bound on
the localisation error.

Proposition 2. Let P2 be the collection of joint
distributions that P2 =

{
P : κ2∆σ−2 > C|∂r(S∗)|

}
,

where C > 0 is an absolute constant. It holds
that inf Ŝ supP∈P2

EP (dH(Ŝ,S∗)) ≥ C1κ
−2σ2|∂r(S∗)|,

where the infimum is taken over all possible partitions
of V and C1 > 0 is an absolute constant.

2.1 Connections with Other Literature

While our results for general graphs appear to be new,
the special case of the chain graph has been thoroughly
studied. Indeed, the partition recovery problem in the
chain graph corresponds to the localisation task in the
change point literature. In this case, it has been shown
(e.g. Wang et al., 2020; Verzelen et al., 2020; Chan and
Walther, 2013) that for K∗ = 2 (i.e. |∂r(S∗)| = 1), if
κ2∆σ−2 . log(n), then there is no algorithm guaran-
teed to be consistent; and provided that κ2∆σ−2 & ζn,
a minimax lower bound on the error is κ−2σ2. Ig-
noring the logarithmic factors, we see that the results
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we have derived for general graphs in Propositions 1
and 2 include the known results on chain graphs with
K∗ = 2. Another special case of a general graph is the
d-dimensional lattice. To the best of our knowledge,
the only known result comes from Padilla et al. (2021),
which studied localisation errors of regions constructed
from unions of rectangles. Under some stronger model
assumptions, Padilla et al. (2021) showed that the es-
timation error, up to a logarithmic factor, is of order
κ−2σ2.

As for general graphs, we are not aware of any results
in terms of the partition recovery accuracy in the exist-
ing work, but there has been a line of work on estimat-
ing the whole signal over the graphs, a.k.a. de-noising,
(e.g. Jung et al., 2018; Kuthe and Rahmann, 2020;
Fan and Guan, 2018; Han, 2019; Sharpnack et al.,
2012; Hallac et al., 2015; Padilla et al., 2018). We
see partition recovery and de-noising as two closely
related but different topics. For instance, with chain
graphs, it is well-understood that the fused lasso esti-
mator (Tibshirani et al., 2005) is optimal for de-noising
but sub-optimal in localising change points (Lin et al.,
2017). Fan and Guan (2018) showed that the min-
imax optimal rate for de-noising a graph-structured
signal with piece-wise constant mean µ∗ is of order
σ2|∂r(S∗)| log(n/|∂r(S∗)|) and is achieved by iterating
Algorithm 3. Proposition 2 suggests that the relation-
ship between the minimax optimal rate for de-noising
and localisation may be informally stated as

localization rate � κ−2 × de-noising rate,

a connection that has been previously established in
the change point literature. More discussions with Fan
and Guan (2018) will be provided in Section 3.3 after
we present all theoretical results.

Another relevant and closely-related problem is that of
detecting an abnormal cluster in a general graph (e.g.
Arias-Castro et al., 2008; Addario-Berry et al., 2010;
Arias-Castro et al., 2011a,b; Hall and Jin, 2010). For
illustration purposes, we use the results in Addario-
Berry et al. (2010) to compare with our findings.
Translated into our notation, the results in Addario-
Berry et al. (2010) establish that, from a testing per-
spective, the detection boundary is

κ2∆σ−2 � log(# candidate sub-graphs). (5)

Note that, without any additional assumption on the
graph or on the class of candidate clusters, there are
2n possible sub-graphs and the result (5) reads as

κ2∆σ−2 � n, (6)

which appears to be much stronger than the condition
we require in Proposition 2. One would then argue

that this conclusion seems to contradict the conven-
tional wisdom that testing is easier than estimation.
However, as what we will show later, this is in fact
not the case, as the type of distributions and graph
topologies for which (6) holds form a subset of P1 in
Proposition 1.

Proposition 3. Consider the family of distributions

P3 =
{
P : κ2∆σ−2 = cn, E = {(i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}

}
,

where c > 0 is an absolute constant. It holds that
inf Ŝ supP∈P3

EP {dH(Ŝ,S∗)} ≥ c1n, where the infi-
mum is taken over all possible partitions of V and
c1 > 0 is an absolute constant.

Note that in Proposition 3, the definition P3 only in-
cludes complete graphs. It follows from Lemma 4
that |∂r(S)| can be as large as of order n for com-
plete graphs. Proposition 3, therefore, can be seen as
a special case of Proposition 1.

Lemma 4. For any complete graph G with n nodes
and any nontrivial partition S = {S1, S2}, S1, S2 6=
∅, |S1| = n1 and |S2| = n2, it holds that ∂r(S) =
2n1n2n

−1.

The requirements in (6) and in P3 are rather pes-
simistic. Since ∆ ≤ n by definition, they in fact as-
sume that the signal strength κ/σ should be at least
of order

√
n, under which, off by a logarithmic factor,

one may simply threshold the node values, completely
ignore the graph structure and obtain a consistent de-
tection and also partition. This highlights the role of
“sparsity” in the models: for detection problems, (5)
shows that a small class of candidate models requires a
much smaller signal strength κ/σ; and for localisation
problems, Proposition 2 shows that a small cut |∂r(S)|
requires a much smaller signal strength κ/σ.

3 CONSISTENT PARTITION
RECOVERY

In this section, we introduce a polynomial-time al-
gorithm for estimating the partition induced by the
piece-wise constant mean vector as in Assumption 1.
Towards that goal, we study the approximate solution
to the least squared problem with weighted `0 penalty
considered by Fan and Guan (2018). Given a graph
G = (V,E), observations Y = (y1, . . . , yn)> ∈ Rn,
tuning parameters τ, δ > 0 and an edge weighting
w ≥ r, consider the objective function

Fw(µ) =
1

2
‖Y −µ‖2+λ

∑
{i,j}∈E

w(i, j)1{µi 6= µj}. (7)

Throughout µ̂ denotes a (τ, δZ)-local-minimiser of (7),
defined next.
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Definition 2. For δ > 0 and τ ≥ 0, a (τ, δZ)-local-
minimiser of (7) is any µ ∈ Rn such that for every
δZ-expansion µ̃ of µ, F (µ)− τ ≤ F (µ̃).

When the edge weights satisfy w(i, j) = 1{(i, j) ∈ E},
the function (7) is also known as the Potts functional
(Potts, 1952). In chain graphs, the minimizer of (7)
has been succesfully used for change point detection
and is thoroughly studied (e.g. Wang et al., 2020; Chan
and Walther, 2013; Verzelen et al., 2020). An exact
minimiser of (7) in chain graphs can be calculated in
polynomial time (Friedrich et al., 2008), but this is
not the case for general graphs. Fan and Guan (2018)
proposed a polynomial-time algorithm, built upon the
α-expansion procedure (Boykov et al., 2001). Fan and
Guan (2018) also showed that for the de-noising task,
a (τ, δZ)-local-minimiser of (7) is optimal, when the
weights are the effective resistance.

As our goal is to recover the partition, we consider
a simpler variant of Algorithm 1 in Fan and Guan
(2018). We first focus on the case of K∗ known and
equal to 2 – a standard setting for detection (see, .e.g,
Arias-Castro et al., 2011a) – for which we obtain nearly
optimal minimax rates. We then extend our results to
the case of a general, unknown K∗.

3.1 The Case of Known K∗ = 2

The methodology we propose, detailed in Algorithm 1,
is a simple modification of Algorithm 1 in Fan and
Guan (2018), which in turn is centred on the α-
expansion procedure (Boykov et al., 2001). We include
it in Algorithm 2 for completeness.

Algorithm 1 Variant of Algorithm 1 in Fan and Guan
(2018). Potts(G, Y, δ, τ, λ, w)

INPUT: G = (V,E), V = {1, . . . , n}, {Yi, i ∈ V }, δ,
τ , λ, w.
Y ← n−1

∑
i∈V Yi, FLAG← 0.

(Ymin, Ymax)← (mini∈V Yi,maxi∈V Yi)
(µ̂, µ1)← ((Y )⊗n, 0⊗n) ∈ Rn × Rn
for each c ∈ δZ ∩ [Ymin, Ymax] do

µ̃← αE(µ̂, Y,G, λ, w, c) . Algorithm 2
if Fw(µ̃) ≤ Fw(µ̂)− τ then

FLAG← 1.
if Fw(µ̃) ≤ Fw(µ1) then

µ1 ← µ̃
end if

end if
end for
if FLAG = 0 then

µ1 ← µ̂.
end if

OUTPUT: µ1

Algorithm 2 α-expansion from Boykov et al. (2001).
αE(µ, Y,G, λ, w, c).

INPUT: G = (V,E), V = {1, . . . , n}, Y, µ ∈ Rn,
w : E → R+, w ≥ r, λ ≥ 0, c.
Add two vertices s and t

for each i ∈ V do
w̃(s, i)← (Yi − c)2/2
w̃(t, i)← (Yi − µi)21{µi 6= c}+∞1{µi = c}

end for
for each (i, j) ∈ E do

if µi = µj then
w̃(i, j)← λw(i, j)1{µi 6= c}

else
Add a new vertex ai,j
E ← E \ {(i, j)} ∪ {(i, ai,j), (j, ai,j), (t, ai,j)}
w̃(i, ai,j)← λw(i, j)1{µi 6= c}
w̃(j, ai,j)← λw(i, j)1{µj 6= c}
w̃(t, ai,j)← λw(i, j)

end if
end for
Find the minimum s-t-cut (S, T ) of the newly con-
structed graph based on weights w̃ such that s ∈ S
and t ∈ T .
for each i ∈ V do

µ̃i ← c1{i ∈ T}+ µi1{i ∈ S}
end for

OUTPUT: µ̃

In Fan and Guan (2018) Algorithm 2 is called iter-
atively until the objective function Fw(·) is not im-
proved. This results in a partition of potentially more
than two subsets of nodes, which is desirable for the
purpose of signal estimation. Since our goal is to re-
cover a partition with two elements, our strategy is
different. In the language of Algorithm 1, with the
initialiser µ̂i = Y for all i, Algorithm 2 is summoned
repeatedly in order to find a value c ∈ δZ and a subset
V1 ⊂ V such that Fw(µ̂) reaches its minimum, where
µ̂i = c, i ∈ V1, and µ̂i = Y , i ∈ V \ V1.

To evaluate the computational cost of Algorithm 1, we
adapt the proof of Proposition 2.2 in Fan and Guan
(2018). Note that there are at most (Ymax − Ymin)/δ
different choices of c. For each value c, the augmented
graph in Algorithm 2 has O(|E|) vertices and edges.
Solving minimum s-t cut using either the Edmonds–
Karp or Dinic algorithm requires time O(|E|3). This
implies that the computational cost of Algorithm 1
is of order O{|E|3(Ymax − Ymin)δ−1}. We acknowl-
edge that the computational cost is high, despite be-
ing polynomial-time. We do not know whether there
exist faster algorithms enjoying the same theoretical
optimality. In chain graphs, faster algorithms exist,
yet theoretically sub-optimal.
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Note that edge-weights are used in the α-expansion
subroutine and it means that Algorithm 1 is edge-
weights dependent. It is naturally the case that the
partition recovery performance of Algorithm 1 also de-
pends on the choice of edge-weights.

We state our result in generality by assuming that the
edge weights are point-wise larger than the effective
resistance, as done in Fan and Guan (2018).

Assumption 2 (Signal-to-noise ratio). For a certain
choice of edge-weights w : E → R+, with w ≥ r,
assume that there exists a constant CSNR > 0 such
that κ2∆ ≥ CSNRσ

2|∂w(S∗)| log{w(|E|)}ζn, where ζn
is any arbitrarily diverging sequence, as the number of
node n grows unbounded.

Theorem 5 (K∗ = 2 and K∗ is known). Let δ ≤
σ/
√
n, τ ≤ σ2 and λ = Cλσ

2 log{w(|E|)}, where Cλ >
0 is an absolute constant. Assume that K∗ = 2 and
K∗ is known. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, letting µ̂
be an output of Algorithm 1, with w ≥ r, it holds with
probability at least 1− {w(|E|)}−c that

dH(Ŝ,S∗) ≤ Cκ−2σ2|∂w(S∗)| log{w(|E|)}, (8)

where c, C > 0 are absolute constants and Ŝ is the
partition induced by µ̂.

Recalling the consistency definition (2) and in view of
Assumption 2, we see that the estimation error satisfies

n−1dH(Ŝ,S∗) ≤ Cn−1κ−2σ2|∂w(S∗)| log{w(|E|)}
≤ CCSNRζ

−1
n n−1∆→ 0,

which implies that the output of Algorithm 1 provides
a consistent partition recovery.

If we choose the effective resistance edge-weights in
Algorithm 1, then Theorem 5 and Proposition 2 imply
that the error rate we have obtained is nearly minimax
optimal.

Furthermore, recall from Proposition 1 that no algo-
rithm is guaranteed to be consistent in the low signal-
to-noise regime κ2∆σ−2 . |∂r(S∗)|. On the other
hand, letting the edge weights be the effective resis-
tance weights, Theorem 5 shows that consistent es-
timation is possible when κ2∆σ−2 & |∂r(S∗)|. Thus,
Theorem 5 additionally reveals the existence of a phase
transition in the space of model parameters, as in the
high signal-to-noise ratio regime, consistent estimation
is not only feasible but it can be done at a nearly min-
imax optimal rate.

Remark 1 (Edge weights). The edge-weights play an
important role in all the results we have shown so
far. The two most commonly-used choices are: (1)
the 0/1 weighting, i.e. assigning unit weight to each
edge, and (2) the effective resistance weighting. Since

r(i, j) ≤ 1 = 1{(i, j) ∈ E}, for all (i, j) ∈ E, for the
partition recovery task, our theory suggests that the ef-
fective resistance weighting should be preferred to 0/1
weighting. Having said this, when the sizes of V and
E are moderately large, it is much more practical to
directly adopt the 0/1 weighting rather than calculat-
ing the effective resistance. This is also what we do in
Section 4.

3.2 General K∗

In Section 3.1 we only consider the case when K∗ = 2
and is known. There are ample applications where
such cases are interesting and we refer to the Intro-
duction of Arias-Castro et al. (2011a). Despite the
popularity of the case K∗ = 2, there are of course
many interesting situations where K∗ 6= 2. In chain
graphs, an `0-penalised method is shown to be optimal
in change point localisation for general K∗, where K∗

is seen as the number of change points plus one, and
is even allowed to diverge with the number of nodes n
(e.g. Wang et al., 2020; Verzelen et al., 2020). This re-
sult has been further extended to d-dimensional lattice
graphs in Padilla et al. (2021), where under stronger
conditions, it is shown that a constrained `0-penalised
estimator (dyadic classification and regression trees,
DCART) is able to handle general K∗, despite pos-
sessing a gap regarding K∗ in relation to a minimax
lower bound. For general graphs, when the goal is
de-noising, Fan and Guan (2018) showed that an `0-
penalised estimator is optimal for general K∗. For us,
with general graphs and partition recovery purpose,
we show that the phenomenon is very different.

3.2.1 The Case of K∗ = 1

The first result we show is when K∗ = 1, with large
probability, the output of Algorithm 1 is constant over
the whole graph. This claim is formalised in Propo-
sition 6, which is very similar to Theorem 3.5 in Fan
and Guan (2018).

Proposition 6. Let δ ≤ σ/
√
n, τ ≤ σ2 and λ =

Cλσ
2 log{w(|E|)}, where Cλ > 0 is an absolute con-

stant. Assume that K∗ = 1. Under Assumption 1,
letting µ̂ be an output of Algorithm 1 with w ≥ r,
it holds with probability at least 1 − {w(|E|)}−c that

|Ŝ| = 1, where Ŝ is the partition induced by µ̂.

3.2.2 The Case of Unknown K∗ > 1

One may wish to say that an immediate consequence of
Theorem 5 and Proposition 6 is that when K∗ = 2 but
K∗ is unknown, Theorem 5 still holds by first conduct-
ing Algorithm 1 on the whole graph, then repeatedly
and separately on the resulting two pieces. (For com-
pleteness, we formalise this procedure in Algorithm 3,
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with the notation that for any two partitions A and
B, A ∩ B is their refinement.)

Algorithm 3 Variant of Algorithm 1

INPUT: G = (V,E), |V | = n, {Yi, i ∈ V }, δ, τ, λ, w.
µ̃← 0⊗n, FLAG← 0
while FLAG = 0 do
Ŝ, S̃ ← the induced partition of µ̃
for each S ∈ Ŝ do

µ1 ← Potts(GS , YGS
, δ, τ, λ, w). Algorithm 1

S1 ← the induced partition of µ1

Ŝ ← Ŝ ∩ S1
µ̃S ← µ1 . µ̃S is the sub-vector of µ̃ on S

end for
FLAG = 1{Ŝ = S̃}

end while
OUTPUT: Ŝ

Unfortunately, such result can only hold under a much
stronger assumption and with a much worse rate. A
direct consequence of Theorem 5 is the following.

Assume that there exists a constant CSNR > 0 such
that

κ2∆ ≥ CSNRσ
2n log(n)ζn, (9)

where ζn is any arbitrarily diverging sequence, as n
grows unbounded. Let δ ≤ σ/

√
n, τ ≤ σ2 and

λ = Cλσ
2 log{w(|E|)}, where Cλ > 0 is an absolute

constant. Assume that K∗ = 2 but K∗ is unknown,
and assume that Assumption 1 holds. Letting Ŝ be
an output of Algorithm 3, with w ≥ r, it holds with
probability at least 1− {w(|E|)}−c that

dH(Ŝ,S∗) ≤ Cκ2σ−2n log(n)ζn. (10)

Comparing Theorem 5 and the aforementioned, we see
that when K∗ is unknown, the corresponding rates in
both the signal-to-noise ratio condition and the esti-
mation error bound, jump from |∂w(S)| to n. Essen-
tially, this is due to the complexity of the graphs and
we elaborate as follows.

The proof of Theorem 5 is built upon the large prob-
ability event defined in (16), and (10) is due to the
event {∣∣∣∣∣|A|−1/2∑

i∈A
εi

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Cnσ, ∀A ∈ 2V

}
,

where 2V is the power set of V . On both events, the
difference between the sample and population quanti-
ties are upper bounded. The large probability events
are constructed based on sub-Gaussian concentration
inequalities and a union bound argument. In Theo-
rem 5, since K∗ = 2 and K∗ is assumed to be known,
and due to the assumption that G is a connected

graph, the union bound argument is based on a cer-
tain spanning tree. This is shown in Lemma B.2 in
Fan and Guan (2018). In Algorithm 3, due to the dif-
ferent layers of splits, at each layer, one works based
on a random sub-graph yielded by the previous layer
optimisation. To take this randomness into consider-
ation, one therefore has to consider the complexity of
the whole graph.

To further understand how the complexity kicks in, we
note that in the change point localisation literature,
i.e. when G is a chain graph, there is no such dramatic
change in rates for general K∗ cases (e.g. Wang et al.,
2020). This is due to the fact that there is one and only
one spanning tree in a chain graph, and any spanning
tree of any sub-graph is a sub-tree of a spanning tree
of the whole graph. For a general graph, it is possible
to partition a sub-graph without cutting through a
spanning tree of the whole graph. Therefore, when
applying a union bound argument over random sub-
graphs, one has to consider all possible spanning trees.
The number of all spanning trees is exponential in n,
which holds even when the graph is a k-regular graph,
with k a fixed constant (e.g. Alon, 1990), or when the
graph is a lattice (e.g. Shrock and Wu, 2000).

Based on the above discussions, one may be led to con-
jecture that for general K∗, (9) and (10) are in fact
optimal. If true, this finding would be rather interest-
ing – if the signal-to-noise ratio has to be as large as
required in (9), then for any edge (i, j) ∈ E, one can
simply cut this edge if and only if |Yi − Yj | & σ log(n)
and optimally recover the partition.

3.3 Comparisons with Fan and Guan (2018)

Fan and Guan (2018) is the closest-related literature
and has heavily inspired our work. We therefore
provide a thorough comparison with Fan and Guan
(2018). Though the set-up is identical, the contribu-
tions of the present paper are markedly different in
both the goals and technical features than those in
Fan and Guan (2018). Below, we highlight how our
work relates to Fan and Guan (2018). (a) Task. Fan
and Guan (2018) investigate de-noising or signal es-
timation of a piece-wise constant signal over a graph
while the present paper aims to estimate the bound-
ary of the partition supporting the constancy regions
of the signal - a problem that, somewhat surprisingly,
has never been thoroughly studied in the literature.
Despite their apparent similarities, de-noising and par-
tition recovery are fundamentally different tasks, with
different metrics and challenges. For the specific case
of the chain graph, the two tasks have led to distinct
lines of research and very different results. In par-
ticular, the partition recovery problem is effectively
equivalent to change point localisation in a time se-
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ries. (b) Optimality and assumptions. Both Fan and
Guan (2018) and ours provided minimax optimal re-
sults, supported by minimax lower bounds. The lower
bound proof in Fan and Guan (2018) is an applica-
tion of Theorem 1(b) in Raskutti et al. (2011), which
is based on the metric entropy of `q balls. We have
three lower bound results, which rely on graph the-
ory. (c) Algorithms. Algorithm 1 and that in Fan and
Guan (2018) share the same core procedure, which is
the α-expansion algorithm Boykov et al. (2001). Our
Algorithm 1 is indeed a straightforward adaptation of
that in Fan and Guan (2018) by simply imposing that
only one split is performed. (d) The proofs of the
theoretical guarantees of Algorithm 1. The aforemen-
tioned differences between the problems imply that
the structure and key technical aspects of the proofs
are completely different. Both sets of proofs rely on a
large probability event put forward in Fan and Guan
(2018), which we directly cite. (e) Other aspects. Due
to the different nature of the problem, Fan and Guan
(2018) is able to handle a growing number of constancy
pieces, while such case becomes challenging and yet
to be completely understood in the partition recov-
ery case. However, through comparisons with change
point detection in chain graphs and abnormal cluster
detection in general graphs, we provide more insights
on the role of graph sparsity in such problems.

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We now proceed to evaluate the empirical performance
of the proposed method, with four cases described be-
low. In each case we consider data in the 2D grid
graph G with

√
n×
√
n nodes, where K∗ = 2 is known,

n ∈ {642, 1282}, σ = 1 and κ ∈ {1, 2}. We consider
three competing methods: Algorithm 1, a variant of
the dyadic CART (DCART, Donoho, 1997) and the
edge lasso (EL, Sharpnack et al., 2012). For each
method and case we report the median Hausdorff dis-
tance based on 50 repetitions.

For the implementation of Algorithm 1, we set
δ = 1/60 and choose λ from the set of candidates
{10−2, 10−1, 100, 101, 102} via the Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC). Specifically, we first estimate σ2

with σ̂2 given as σ̂2 = (n−1)−1
∑n−1
i=1 (Yp(i)−Yp(i+1))

2,
where p(1), . . . , p(n) form a connected path of the grid
graph. With this in hand, for any λ and its corre-
sponding µ̃(λ) we calculate the score

BICλ =

n∑
i=1

{Yi − µ̃i(λ)}2 + σ̂2vλ log(n), (11)

where vλ is the number of connected components in-
duced by µ̃(λ) in G. We then choose the value of λ
that minimizes BICλ and report the performance of

Algorithm 1 based on this choice. The implementa-
tion of Algorithm 1 is done in Matlab using the pack-
age gco-v3.0 (Boykov et al., 2001).

Table 1: Median Hausdorff distances of 50 repetitions
under different cases. DCART: dyadic CART; EL:
edge Lasso; κ: jump size; and n: number of nodes.

CASE κ
√
n ALG. 1 DCART EL

1 1.0 128 56 115 922
1 2.0 128 33 86 21
1 1.0 64 29 152 1630
1 2.0 64 12 34 10

2 1.0 128 122 230 516
2 2.0 128 42 160 32
2 1.0 64 89 294 1601
2 2.0 64 24 63 15

3 1.0 128 36 63 7
3 2.0 128 1 15 1
3 1.0 64 20 47 1392
3 2.0 64 10 15 1

4 1.0 128 514 604 6669
4 2.0 128 83 199 671
4 1.0 64 387 424 1836
4 2.0 64 49 108 226

For DCART, we first compute their values with the
penalty λ ∈ {10−1+4j/19 : j = 0, 1, . . . , 19}. We then
select λ that minimises the BIC in (11), replacing µ̃(λ)
with the corresponding DCART estimator. This pro-
duces an estimator µ̂. However, assuming that K∗ = 2
is known, we let Λ be the set of unique values of µ̂ and
perform k-means clustering on the elements of Λ set-
ting the number of clusters to two. Let C1 and C2

be the centres obtained from the k-means clustering.
Define µ̃i = C1, if µ̂i is assigned to the centre C1; and
µ̃i = C2, otherwise. The final estimator is the parti-
tion induced by µ̃. The computation for the resulting
procedure was done in R.

For EL, we proceed as we do with DCART employing
the k-means post-processing and BIC model selection.
The choices of the penalty parameter are {10−2+6j/19 :
j ∈ {1, . . . , 19}}.

The specific cases considered as as follows. In each
case, we generate data as Yi,j = µ∗i,j + εi,j , where

εi,j
i.i.d.∼ N (0, 1), i, j = 1, . . . ,

√
n and µ∗ is specified

below.

Case 1. Let

µ∗i,j =

{
κ, (i−

√
n/4)2 + (j −

√
n/4)2 < (

√
n/5)2,

0, otherwise.
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Figure 1: From top to bottom: instances of data, sig-
nal patterns, estimators of Algorithm 1, dyadic CART
(DCART) and edge lasso (EL). From left to right:
Cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, with n = 1282 and κ = 2.

Case 2. Let

µ∗i,j =


κ, (i−

√
n/4)2 + (j −

√
n/4)2 < (

√
n/5)2

or (i− 3
√
n/4)2 + (j − 3

√
n/4)2

< (
√
n/5)2,

0, otherwise.

Case 3. Let

µ∗i,j =


κ, |i−

√
n/2| <

√
n/4

and |j −
√
n/2| <

√
n/4,

0, otherwise.

Case 4. Let

µ∗i,j =



κ, (i−
√
n/4)2 + (j −

√
n/4)2

< |cos(10π i/n)|(
√
n/5)2

or (i− 3
√
n/4)2 + (j − 3

√
n/4)2

< |cos(10π i/n)|(
√
n/5)2,

0, otherwise.

Visualisations of instances of generated data, true sig-
nals and different estimators are given in Figure 1. We
can see that the signal in Case 1 has two pieces, a circle
and its complement. Case 2 is based on two separated
circles and their complement, but the signals on the
two circles are the same. The partition in Case 3 is
a rectangle and its complement, making it the most
attractive case for using the variant of DCART. The
final case is perhaps the most challenging since the
true signal has multiple pieces with boundaries that
rapidly change in some regions. Recall in Assump-
tion 1, Sk’s are assumed to possess constant signal
values, but are not necessarily connected. Under this
assumption, all four cases have K∗ = 2. Cases 2 and
4 show that although our method and theory are de-
signed for K∗ = 2, we enjoy great model complexity
that we can handle cases with more than two con-
nected constancy regions.

The results measured by the mean Hausdorff distances
of 50 repetitions are shown in Table 1, where we can
see that Algorithm 1 performs better than the variant
of DCART across all cases considered. The EL can
be competitive in cases where there is large signal-to-
noise ratio but suffer greatly otherwise.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the partition recovery problem
in general graphs, where nodes are associated with in-
dependent random variables. We have shown that an
`0-penalised estimator is optimal when it is known that
K∗ = 2. We have further derived a phase transition
phenomenon, establishing the fundamental limits in
the partition recovery problem in general graphs. For
general K∗, we have provided some seemingly unsatis-
factory results, which we conjecture to be optimal and
which prompt us discuss some crucial difference be-
tween the de-noising and partition recovery problems
in general graphs.
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Supplementary Material:
Optimal Partition Recovery in General Graphs

A PROOFS OF RESULTS IN SECTION 2

Propositions 1 and 2 can be directly shown by noticing that chain graphs are special cases of general graphs. In
chain graphs with K∗ = 2, it holds that |∂r(S∗)| = 1. The results of Propositions 1 and 2 follow directly from
Lemmas 1 and 2 in Wang et al. (2020). In this section, we provide different proofs allowing |∂r(S∗)| to depend
on the sample size n.

Proof of Proposition 1. We prove the result by the Le Cam lemma (e.g. Lemma 1 in Yu, 1997).

Constructing distributions We consider a complete n-node graph G = (V,E), where V = {1, . . . , n} and
E = {(i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}.

Given an absolute constant c1 > 0, without loss of generality, we assume that n/4, M = n/{4c1 log(n)} and
c1 log(n) are all positive integers. For l ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, let ũl ∈ Rn be such that the ithe coordinate of ũl,
i = 1, . . . , n, satisfies that

ũl(i) =

{
σ, i ∈ {(l − 1)c1 log(n) + 1, . . . , lc1 log(n)},
0, otherwise.

Let ṽl ∈ Rn be such that ṽl(i) = ũl(n− i+ 1), i = 1, . . . , n. Let P̃l and Q̃l be multivariate Gaussian distributions
N (ũl, σ

2In) and N (ṽl, σ
2In), respectively and set

P̃ =
1

M

M∑
l=1

P̃l and Q̃ =
1

M

M∑
l=1

Q̃l.

Note that for each l ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, P̃l has two pieces, with ∆ = c1 log(n) and the smaller piece is contained in
{1, . . . , n/4}. As a result, it holds that

κ
√

∆/σ = c1 log(n). (12)

In addition, since we are considering complete graphs, each edge (i, j) has effective resistance weight

r(i, j) =
(n− 1)nn−2

n(n− 1)/2
= 2nn−3,

following from the proof of Lemma 4. Then

|∂r(S)| = 2nn−3

nn−2
c1 log(n) {n− c1 log(n)} =

2

n
c1 log(n) {n− c1 log(n)} .

Provided that n ≥ 2c1 log(n), it holds that

c1 log(n) ≤ |∂r(S)| ≤ 2c1 log(n),

which implies that there exists an absolute constant c2 > 0 such that

|∂r(S)| = c2 log(n). (13)

Combining (12) and (13), we have that

κ
√

∆/σ = c1c
−1
2 |∂r(S)|
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and therefore P̃l ∈ P. The same arguments show that Q̃l ∈ P, for all l ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. By construction, we also
note that

dH(SP̃l
,SQ̃m

) ≥ n/2, l,m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

It then follows from Le Cam’s lemma (e.g. Lemma 1 in Yu, 1997) that

inf
Ŝ

sup
P∈P

EP
{
dH(Ŝ,S(P ))

}
≥ n

4

{
1− dTV(P̃ , Q̃)

}
,

where dTV(·, ·) is the total variation distance between two probability measures and the infimum is over all

estimators Ŝ.

Upper bounding the total variation distance Let ul ∈ Rn/2 be a sub-vector of ũl containing only the
first n/2 entries. Let Pl and P0 be the multivariate Gaussian distributions N (ul, σ

2In/2) and N (0, σ2In/2),
respectively. Due to the symmetry between ũl and ṽl, it holds that

dTV(P̃ , Q̃) ≤ 2dTV(P, P0), where P =
1

M

M∑
m=1

Pl.

Since dTV(P, P0) ≤
√
χ2(P, P0)) (e.g. Equation 2.27 in Tsybakov, 2008), it suffices to provide an upper bound

on χ2(P, P0). We have that

χ2(P, P0) =
1

M2

M∑
l,m=1

EP0

(
dPldPm
dP0dP0

)
− 1 =

1

M2

M∑
l,m=1

exp

(
u>l um
σ2

)
− 1

=
1

M2

[
M∑
l=1

exp{c1 log(n)}+M(M − 1)

]
− 1 = M−1(nc1 − 1).

Recall that M = n/{4c1 log(n)}. Therefore, for c1 ∈ (0, 1), there exists a sufficiently large n0 = n(c1) such that
for any n ≥ n0, M−1(nc1 − 1) ≤ 1/16. We therefore complete the proof.

Proof of Proposition 2. We prove the result by the Le Cam Lemma (e.g. Lemma 1 in Yu, 1997).

Constructing distributions We consider a complete n-node graph G = (V,E), where V = {1, . . . , n} and
E = {(i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}.

Given an absolute constant c1 > 0, without loss of generality, we assume that c1 log(n) and M are positive
integers, where M satisfies that 2M + 1 = n/{c1 log(n)}. For l ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, let ũl ∈ Rn be such that the ithe
coordinate of ũl(i), i = 1, . . . , n, satisfies that

ũl(i) =

{
σ, i ∈ {(l − 1)c1 log(n) + 1, . . . , lc1 log(n)},
0, otherwise.

Let ṽl ∈ Rn be such that ṽl(i) = ũ(n− i+ 1), i = 1, . . . , n. Let P̃l and Q̃l be multivariate Gaussian distributions
N (ũl, σ

2In) and N (ṽl, σ
2In), respectively and set

P̃ =
1

M

M∑
l=1

P̃l and Q̃ =
1

M

M∑
l=1

Q̃l.

Following the identical arguments as those in the proof of Proposition 1, we have that P̃l, Q̃l ∈ P. By construction,
we also note that

dH(SP̃l
,SQ̃m

) ≥ c1 log(n), l,m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

It then follows from Le Cam’s lemma (e.g. Lemma 1 in Yu, 1997) that

inf
Ŝ

sup
P∈P

EP
{
dH(Ŝ,S(P ))

}
≥ c1 log(n)/2

{
1− dTV(P̃ , Q̃)

}
.
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Upper bounding the total variation distance Let ul ∈ Rn/2 be a sub-vector of ũl containing only the
first n/2 entries. Let Pl and P0 be the multivariate Gaussian distributions N (ul, σ

2In/2) and N (0, σ2In/2),
respectively. It follows from the same arguments as those in the proof of Proposition 1 that

dTV(P̃ , Q̃) ≤ 2dTV(P, P0) ≤ 2
√
χ2(P, P0)

=2

√√√√ 1

M2

M∑
l,m=1

EP0

(
dPldPm
dP0dP0

)
− 1 = 2

√
M−1nc1 − 1,

where the equation follows from the identical arguments as those in the proof of Proposition 1. Recall that
M = [n/{c1 log(n)}−1]/2. Therefore, for any c1 ∈ (0, 1), there exists a large enough n such that dTV(P̃ , Q̃) < 1/2
and we conclude the proof.

Proof of Proposition 3. Recall that E = ∅. We therefore only need to construct nodes in the proof.

0.2n-packing number of 2V . We first construct a collection of distributions. Let

W =
{
A ∈ 2V : |A| ∈ [0.49n, 0.51n]

}
.

We introduce independent Rademacher random variables Xi associated with each node i ∈ V . Therefore

P

{∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈V

Xi − n/2

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0.01n

}
≤ 2 exp(−0.0002n).

This means there exists an absolute constant c1 ∈ [1, 2) and a sufficiently large n0 ∈ N∗, such that for any n ≥ n0,

|W| ≥ {1− 2 exp(−0.0002n)}2n ≥ cn1 .

For any A ∈ W, we let
WA = {B ∈ W : |A4B| ≤ 0.2n} .

Note that for any fixed A,
|WA| ≤

∣∣{B ∈ 2V : |B| ≤ 0.2n
}∣∣ .

Using the Rademacher random variables Xi’s, we have that

P

{∑
i∈V

Xi − n/2 ≤ −0.3n

}
≤ exp(−0.18n).

This means for any fixed A ∈ W and a sufficiently large n, there exists an absolute constant c2 ∈ (0, c1) that

|WA| ≤ exp(−0.18n)2n ≤ cn2 .

We let M ⊂ W and any A,B ∈ M satisfy that |A4B| > 0.2n. Then the 0.2n-packing number of 2V with
respect to the Hamming distance satisfies

M(0.2n, 2V , dHamm) ≥ |M| ≥ |W|
|WA|+ 1

≥ cn3 , (14)

where c3 ∈ (1, 2) is an absolute constant.

Construction of nodes. We now construct a class of distributions {PA, A ∈ M}. Each PA is the joint
distribution of independent random variables

Yi ∼

{
N (κ, σ2), i ∈ A,
N (0, σ2), i /∈ A.
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We further associate PA with a connected graph GA = (V,EA).

Fano’s method. To use Fano’s method, we adopt the version in Yu (1997). Note that for any A,B ∈ M, we
have that

dH(A,B) ≥ 0.2n,

and
KL(PA, PB) = 0.2nκ2/σ2.

Then provided that
∆κ2σ−2 . n,

it holds that

inf
Ŝ

sup
P∈S

EP {dH(Ŝ,S)} ≥0.2n

2

(
1− 0.2nκ2/σ2 + log(2)

log(M(0.2n, 2V , dHamm))

)
≥0.1n

(
1− 0.2nκ2/σ2 + log(2)

n log(c3)

)
≥ cn.

Proof of Lemma 4. It follows from Kirchhoff’s maximum tree theorem (e.g. Theorem 1 in Chaiken and Kleitman,
1978) that the number of spanning trees of G equals det(L)/n, where L is the Laplacian of G. Since G is a
complete graph, the eigenvalues of G’s Laplacian are nn−1 and 0. Hence, Kirchhoff’s maximum-tree theorem
implies that there are nn−2 spanning trees. Due to the definition of spanning trees, each spanning tree consists
of n− 1 edges. Then there are in total (n− 1)nn−2 edges contained in all the spanning trees.

On the other hand, there are n(n−1)/2 edges in the complete graph G. Since this is a complete graph, all edges
are equivalent. This implies that each edge (i, j) appears in

(n− 1)nn−2

n(n− 1)/2
= 2nn−3

spanning trees.

Due to the definition of the effective resistance weights, we have that

∂r(S) =
2nn−3

nn−2
n1n2 = 2n1n2/n,

which concludes the proof.

B PROOFS OF RESULTS IN SECTION 3

Proof of Theorem 5. Without loss of generality, in this proof, we assume f∗1 = 0, f∗2 = κ and ∆ = |S∗1 | ≤ |S∗2 |.
For any vector v ∈ Rn and any subset A ⊂ V , define

vA = |A|−1
∑
i∈A

vi.

For any partition C, it is associated with a |C|-dimensional subspace K ⊂ Rn, such that v ∈ K if and only if v
takes a constant value on each element of C. We denote the orthogonal projection onto K by P C : Rn → K.
For the estimator {Ŝ1, Ŝ2}, we let Akl = Ŝk ∩ S∗l , k, l = 1, 2. Based on this notation, for the uniqueness of the
definition, we let

|A11|
|Ŝ1|

≥ |A21|
|Ŝ2|

. (15)

Step 1. Let
E =

{
‖P Cε‖2 ≤ C|∂w(C)| log{w(E)}, ∀ partition C of G

}
. (16)
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It follows from Lemma B.2 in Fan and Guan (2018) that

P{E} ≥ 1− w(E)−c,

where C, c > 0 are absolute constants. The rest of the proof is conducted on the event E .

Step 2. Let {Ŝ1, Ŝ2} be the output of Algorithm 1. It must hold that∑
i∈Ŝ1

(Yi − Y
δ

Ŝ1
)2 +

∑
i∈Ŝ2

(Yi − Y )2 + 2λ|∂w(Ŝ1, Ŝ2)|

≤
∑
i∈S∗

1

(Yi − Y
δ

1)2 +
∑
i∈S∗

2

(Yi − Y )2 + 2λ|∂w(S∗1 , S
∗
2 )|+ 4τ,

which implies that ∑
i∈Ŝ1

(Yi − Y Ŝ1
)2 +

∑
i∈Ŝ2

(Yi − Y )2 + 2λ|∂w(Ŝ1, Ŝ2)|

≤
∑
i∈S∗

1

(Yi − Y 1)2 +
∑
i∈S∗

2

(Yi − Y )2 + 2λ|∂w(S∗1 , S
∗
2 )|+ 2nδ2 + 4τ. (17)

Let

(µ1)i =

{
Y Ŝ1

, i ∈ Ŝ1,

Y , i ∈ Ŝ2,
(f1)i =

{ |A12|
|Ŝ1|

κ, i ∈ Ŝ1,
|S∗

2 |
n κ, i ∈ Ŝ2,

(ε1)i =

{
1

|Ŝ1|

∑
i∈Ŝ1

εi, i ∈ Ŝ1,

1
n

∑
i∈V εi, i ∈ Ŝ2,

(µ2)i =

{
Y S∗

1
, i ∈ S∗1 ,

Y , i ∈ S∗2 ,
(f2)i =

{
0, i ∈ S∗1 ,
|S∗

2 |
n κ, i ∈ S∗2 ,

ε2 =

{
1
|S∗

1 |
∑
i∈S∗

1
εi, i ∈ S∗1 ,

1
n

∑
i∈V εi, i ∈ S∗2 ,

(µ0)i =

{
0, i ∈ S∗1 ,
κ, i ∈ S∗2

and Y = µ0 + ε,

where, we have assumed that Ŝ1 6= ∅. We will come back to prove this claim in Step 5.

Based on the notation above, we note that

(f1 + f2 − 2µ0)i =



|A12|
|Ŝ1|

κ, i ∈ A11,

−
(
|A11|
|Ŝ1|

+
|S∗

1 |
n

)
κ, i ∈ A12,

|S∗
2 |
n κ, i ∈ A21,

−2
|S∗

1 |
n κ, i ∈ A22,

(f1 − f2)i =



|A12|
|Ŝ1|

κ, i ∈ A11,(
|A12|
|Ŝ1|
− |S

∗
2 |
n

)
κ, i ∈ A12,

|S∗
2 |
n κ, i ∈ A21,

0, i ∈ A22.

and

(ε1 − ε2)i =



1

|Ŝ1|

∑
j∈Ŝ1

εj − 1
|S∗

1 |
∑
j∈S∗

1
εj , i ∈ A11,

|Ŝ2|
n|Ŝ1|

∑
j∈Ŝ1

εj − 1
n

∑
j∈Ŝ2

εj , i ∈ A12,

1
n

∑
j∈S∗

2
εj − |S∗

2 |
n|S∗

1 |
∑
j∈S∗

1
εj , i ∈ A21,

0, i ∈ A22.

With the above notation, we have that µ1 = f1 + ε1, µ2 = f2 + ε2,∑
i∈Ŝ1

(Yi − Y Ŝ1
)2 +

∑
i∈Ŝ2

(Yi − Y )2 = ‖Y − µ1‖2 and
∑
i∈S∗

1

(Yi − Y 1)2 +
∑
i∈S∗

2

(Yi − Y )2 = ‖Y − µ2‖2.

Step 3. In this step, we are to exploit (15), which directly implies that

|A11||A22| > |A12||A21|.
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This means

|A11||A22|+ |A11||A12|+ |A12|2 + |A12||A22| > |A12||A21|+ |A11||A12|+ |A12|2 + |A12||A22|,

which is equivalent to

(|A11|+ |A12|)(|A12|+ |A22|) > |A12|(|A11|+ |A12|+ |A21|+ |A22|).

Simplifying the above leads to
|S∗2 |
n

>
|A12|
|Ŝ1|

. (18)

Another consequence of (15) is that
|A11|
|Ŝ1|

≥ |S
∗
1 |
n
. (19)

If (19) does not hold, then we have that

|S∗1 |
n

=
|A11|+ |A21|
|Ŝ1|+ |Ŝ2|

≤ |A11|
|Ŝ1|

<
|S∗1 |
n
,

which is a contradiction

Step 4. In this step, we are to lower bound

Q = ‖Y − µ1‖2 − ‖Y − µ2‖2.

Note that, with an absolute constant c ∈ (0, 1), it holds that

Q = ‖µ0 − µ1 + ε‖2 − ‖µ0 − µ2 + ε‖2 = ‖µ0 − µ1‖2 − ‖µ0 − µ2‖2 + 2(µ2 − µ1)>ε

≥ ‖µ0 − f1 − ε1‖2 − ‖µ0 − f2 − ε2‖2 − c‖f1 − f2 + ε1 − ε2‖2 −
1

c
‖P Ŝ∨S

∗
ε‖2

= (f1 + f2 − 2µ0)>(f1 − f2) + 〈f1 + f2 − 2µ0, ε1 − ε2〉+ 〈f1 − f2, ε1 + ε2〉+ 〈ε1

+ ε2, ε1 − ε2〉 − c‖f1 − f2 + ε1 − ε2‖2 −
1

c
‖P Ŝ∨S

∗
ε‖2

≥ (f1 + f2 − 2µ0)>(f1 − f2) + 〈f1 + f2 − 2µ0, ε1 − ε2〉 − c1‖f1 − f2‖2 −
1

4c1
‖P Ŝ∨S

∗
(ε1 + ε2)‖2

− c1‖ε1 − ε2‖2 −
1

4c1
‖P Ŝ∨S

∗
(ε1 + ε2)‖2 − 2c‖f1 − f2‖2 − 2c‖ε1 − ε2‖2 −

1

c
‖P Ŝ∨S

∗
ε‖2

= (f1 + f2 − 2µ0)>(f1 − f2) + 〈f1 + f2 − 2µ0, ε1 − ε2〉 − (c1 + 2c)‖f1 − f2‖2

−
(

2

c1
+

1

c

)
‖P Ŝ∨S

∗
ε‖2 − (c1 + 2c)‖ε1 − ε2‖2, (20)

where facts that µ1 = f1 + ε1, µ2 = f2 + ε2 and 2ab ≥ ca2 + b2/c, with c > 0, are repeatedly used above.

For the first term in (20), we have that

(f1 + f2 − 2µ0)>(f1 − f2)

=
|A11||A12|2

|Ŝ1|2
κ2 −

(
|A11||A12|2

|Ŝ1|2
κ2 − |A11||A12||S∗2 |

|Ŝ1|n
κ2 +

|A12|2|S∗1 |
|Ŝ1|n

κ2 − |A12||S∗1 ||S∗2 |
n2

κ2

)
(21)

+
|A21||S∗2 |2

n2
κ2 (22)

=
|A11||A12||S∗2 |
|Ŝ1|n

κ2 − |A12|2|S∗1 |
|Ŝ1|n

κ2 +
|A12||S∗1 ||S∗2 |

n2
κ2 +

|A21||S∗2 |2

n2
κ2

≥|A11|
2|Ŝ1|

|A12|κ2 +
|A12||S∗1 |

n

(
|S∗2 |
n
− |A12|
|Ŝ1|

)
κ2 +

|A21|
4

κ2
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≥

(
|A11|
2|Ŝ1|

|A12|+
1

4
|A21|

)
κ2, (23)

where the first term in (21) is from the products indexed in A11, the four terms in the brackets in (21) are from
the products indexed in A12, the term in (22) is from the products indexed in A21, the third inequality is due to
the fact that |S∗2 | ≥ |S∗1 | and the final inequality is due to (18).

For the second term in (20), with the notation that

εkl = |Akl|−1
∑
i∈Akl

εi, k, l = 1, 2,

we have that

〈f1 + f2 − 2µ0, ε1 − ε2〉

=
|A11||A12|κ
|Ŝ1|

 1

|Ŝ1|

∑
j∈Ŝ1

εi −
1

|S∗1 |
∑
j∈S∗

1

εi

− |A12|

(
|A11|
|Ŝ1|

+
|S∗1 |
n

)
κ

 |Ŝ2|
n|Ŝ1|

∑
j∈Ŝ1

εj −
1

n

∑
j∈Ŝ2

εj


+
|S∗2 ||A21|

n
κ

 1

n

∑
j∈S∗

2

εj −
|S∗2 |
n|S∗1 |

∑
j∈S∗

1

εj


≤

∣∣∣∣∣ |A11|2|A12|2

|Ŝ1|2|S∗1 |
− |A11|2|A21||A12|

|Ŝ1|2|S∗1 |
− |A12||A11|2|Ŝ2|

n|Ŝ1|2
− |A12||S∗1 ||Ŝ2||A11|

n2|Ŝ1|
− |S

∗
2 |2|A21||A11|
n2|S∗1 |

∣∣∣∣∣κ|ε11|
+

∣∣∣∣∣ |A12||A11||A22|
n|Ŝ1|

+
|A12||S∗1 ||A22|

n2
+
|S∗2 ||A21||A22|

n2

∣∣∣∣∣κ|ε22|
+

∣∣∣∣∣ |A11||A12|2

|Ŝ1|2
− |A12|2|A11||Ŝ2|

n|Ŝ1|2
− |A12|2|S∗1 ||Ŝ2|

n2|Ŝ1|
+
|S∗2 ||A21||A12|

n2

∣∣∣∣∣κ|ε12|
+

∣∣∣∣∣−|A11||A12||A21|
|Ŝ1||S∗1 |

+
|A12||A11||A21|

n|Ŝ1|
+
|A12||A21||S∗1 |

n2
− |S

∗
2 |2|A21|2

n2|S∗1 |

∣∣∣∣∣κ|ε21|
≤cBκ2 + C‖P Ŝ∨S

∗
ε‖2, (24)

where c, C > 0 are absolute constants and

B =
|A11|4|A12|4

|Ŝ1|4|S∗1 |2|A11|
+
|A11|4|A21|2|A12|2

|Ŝ1|4|S∗1 |2|A11|
+
|A12|2|A11|4|Ŝ2|2

n2|Ŝ1|4|A11|
+
|A12|2|S∗1 |2|Ŝ2|2|A11|2

n4|Ŝ1|2|A11|
+
|S∗2 |4|A21|2|A11|2

n4|S∗1 |2|A11|

+
|A12|2|A11|2|A22|2

n2|Ŝ1|2|A22|
+
|A12|2|S∗1 |2|A22|2

n4|A22|
+
|S∗2 |2|A21|2|A22|2

n4|A22|

+
|A11|2|A12|4

|Ŝ1|4|A12|
+
|A12|4|A11|2|Ŝ2|2

n2|Ŝ1|4|A12|
+
|A12|4|S∗1 |2|Ŝ2|2

n4|Ŝ1|2|A12|
+
|S∗2 |2|A21|2|A12|2

n4|A12|

+
|A11|2|A12|2|A21|2

|Ŝ1|2|S∗1 |2|A21|
+
|A12|2|A11|2|A21|2

n2|Ŝ1|2|A21|
+
|A12|2|A21|2|S∗1 |2

n4|A21|
+
|S∗2 |4|A21|4

n4|S∗1 |2|A21|

≤ |A11|
|Ŝ1|

|A12|+
|A11|3

|Ŝ1|3
|A12|+

|A11|3

|Ŝ1|3
|A12|+

|A11|
|Ŝ1|

|A12|+ |A21|

+
|A11|2

|Ŝ1|2
|A12|+

|S∗1 |
n
|A12|+ |A21|

+
|A11|3

|Ŝ1|3
|A12|+

|A11|2

|Ŝ1|2
|A12|+

|S∗1 |2

n2
|A12|+ |A21|

+ |A21|+
|A11|
|Ŝ1|

|A12|+
|S∗1 |2

n2
|A12|+ |A21|
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≤ 11|A11|
|Ŝ1|

|A12|+ 5|A21|, (25)

where the last inequality is due to (19).

For the third term in (20), we have that

‖f1 − f2‖2 =
|A12|2|A11|
|Ŝ1|2

κ2 +

(
|A12|
|Ŝ1|

− |S
∗
2 |
n

)2

|A12|κ2 +
|S∗2 |2|A21|

n2
κ2

≤|A11|
|Ŝ1|

|A12|κ2 +

(
|S∗1 |
n
− |A11|
|Ŝ1|

)2

|A12|κ2 +
1

4
|A21|κ2

≤5|A11|
|Ŝ1|

|A12|κ2 +
1

4
|A21|κ2, (26)

where the last inequality is due to (19).

For the last term in (20), we have that

‖ε1 − ε2‖2

≤|A11|

(
|A12||A11| − |A21||A11|

|Ŝ1||S∗1 |
ε11 +

|A12|
|Ŝ1|

ε12 −
|A21|
|S∗1 |

ε21

)2

+ |A12|

(
|Ŝ2||A11|
n|Ŝ1|

ε11 +
|Ŝ2||A12|
n|Ŝ1|

ε12 −
|A21|
n

ε21 −
|A22|
n

ε22

)2

+ |A21|
(
−|S

∗
2 ||A11|
n|S∗1 |

ε11 +
|A12|
n

ε12 −
|S∗2 ||A21|
n|S∗1 |

ε21 +
|A22|
n

ε22

)2

≤4

(
|A11|3|A12|2

|Ŝ1|2|S∗1 |2
+
|A11|3|A21|2

|Ŝ1|2|S∗1 |2
+
|A12||Ŝ2|2|A11|2

n2|Ŝ1|2
+
|A21||S∗2 |2|A11|2

n2|S∗1 |2

)
ε211

+ 4

(
|A11||A12|2

|Ŝ1|2
+
|A12||Ŝ2|2|A12|2

n2|Ŝ1|2
+
|A21||A12|2

n2

)
ε212

+ 4

(
|A11||A21|2

|S∗1 |2
+
|A12||A21|2

n2
+
|A21||S∗2 |2|A21|2

n2|S∗1 |2

)
ε221 + 4

(
|A12||A22|2

n2
+
|A21||A22|2

n2

)
ε222

≤16|A11|ε211 + 12|A12|ε212 + 12|A21|ε221 + 8|A22|ε222
≤16‖P Ŝ∨S

∗
ε‖2. (27)

Combining (20), (23), (24), (25), (26) and (27), we have that, with absolute constants c∗, C1 > 0,

Q ≥ c∗

(
|A11||A12|
|Ŝ1|

+ |A21|

)
κ2 − C1σ

2|∂w(S∗1 , S
∗
2 )| − C1σ

2|∂w(Ŝ1, Ŝ2)|, (28)

where the second inequality is due to the choices of the constants.

Combining (17) and (28), with a sufficiently large Cλ > 0, we have that

Cσ2|∂w(Ŝ1, Ŝ2)|+ c∗

(
|A11||A12|
|Ŝ1|

+ |A21|

)
κ2 ≤ 2λ|∂w(S∗1 , S

∗
2 )|+ 2nδ2 + τ,

which implies (8).

Step 5. To conclude the proof, the only remaining task is to show that Ŝ1 6= ∅. We prove by contradiction and
therefore have that

∆(Y − Y 1)2 ≤ 2λ|∂w(S∗)|+ 2nδ2 + τ.
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On the event E , it implies that

∆κ2 ≤ Cλ|∂w(S)|+ 2nδ2 + τ,

which contradicts with Assumption 2. We thus conclude the proof.

Proof of Proposition 6. Note that due to the design of the algorithms, the output of Algorithm 1 has fewer
pieces than the output of Algorithm 1 in Fan and Guan (2018). Therefore, the claim holds directly follows from
Theorem 3.5 in Fan and Guan (2018).
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